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STRATEGIES 

• Teach the Rules 
• Print poorly sized 
letters 

• Encourage children to 
critique, and score 
themselves and 
classmates 

• Embed handwriting 
across the curriculum 
by graphing vocabulary 
and spelling words 

• Issue adapted writing 
paper at various 
grade levels 

• Award Star-Worthy 
letters 

How to Use the Size Matters Handwriting Program in 
PUSH - I N , PULLOUT, CURRICULUM, HANDWRIT ING CLUB, CENTER, HOME PROGRAM & Rt I

 Push-In Collaboration #1
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Mr. Brown is Upside Down 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Things look very different when they’re upside down.   Even printing. 
 
Try reading, for example.  A journal entry that is almost decipherable when 
right side up will look especially cryptic when its normal orientation is altered.    
 
Poor differentiation of spacing between words from the spacing of letters 
within words will make most written work unreadable.  Time is wasted trying  
to figure out where one word stops and the next begins. 
 
A quick trick to draw student’s attention to this problem is by returning the 
paper to the child upside down.   
 
Ask students to draw a red line wherever they see a large space.  The idea is 
to mark the spaces in between all the words.  Tell them to do so quickly using 
their first impressions as a guide.  (It’s not a test of their upside down reading 
skills!) 
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Without the advantage of being able to 
reread their composition easily, the 
importance of spacing is reinforced.   
 
In the example on the right, you can see 
how hard it was for the child to decide 
where each word break was. 
 
Repeat this strategy whenever children hand 
in papers that look like each line of writing is 
one long word or a series of sprawling or 
randomly spaced ones. 
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Grade Rulings Skip 
Space

K  1” 5/8”

1st 3/4” 1/2”

2nd 1/2” 3/8”

3rd 3/8” 3/8”

 Focus on Size.  Form will Follow.

show  plow  know  how  grown  snowy    
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Handwriting Clubs     
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Handwriting Clubs target legibility in friendly, competitive small groups.  They can  
be scheduled before, during or after school hours.  They can include multiple 
grade levels, too.  Students referred to Handwriting Clubs are typically not keeping 
up  with the writing demands within their classes.  The invitation to join may be part       
of a Response to Intervention initiative. 
 
The focus needs to be intensive, meaningful and success-insured. 
 
Towards that end, the following 21 step guideline is offered when creating and 
leading Handwriting Clubs. 

Teach Letter Size Rules starting with Size One letters.    
Discuss different Letter Lines, Starting Points and Directionality.

As the students to identify each letter that is a Size One letter.  Print the upper case letters on 
similar ruled paper.  Pay strict attention to touching the Writing Lines.  If writing on a board, be 
sure to first draw similar Writing Lines or use the Magnetic Rectasquare Wipe-off surface.  (If the 
children name lower case Size One letters at this time, suggest that you get back to them later.) 
Return to identifying all Size One upper case letters.

Teach Letter Size Rules starting with Size One letters.    
Discuss different Letter Lines, Starting Points and Directionality.

As the students to identify each letter that is a Size One letter.  Print the upper case letters on 
similar ruled paper.  Pay strict attention to touching the Writing Lines.  If writing on a board, be 
sure to first draw similar Writing Lines or use the Magnetic Rectasquare Wipe-off surface.  (If the 
children name lower case Size One letters at this time, suggest that you get back to them later.) 
Return to identifying all Size One upper case letters.
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! is the symbol used to indicate TOUCHING in the Student Workbook. 

The image of physical ‘touching’ as in the game of tag may help 
children who need more kinesthetic and tactile cues.   
 
Heightening the children’s awareness of the importance of literally 
connecting with the writing lines will be key to helping them learn 
to critique their own work.    
 
If they get 4/5 touches correctly, you should certainly commend 
them and point out the precision with which they controlled their 
pencil.  Still, in the beginning, it’s suggested that all touches be 
present to earn a STAR for that letter.   
 
  

NOTE   
 

If a student is unable to slow his pencil  
to stop and start exactly on the lines without 

going over, consider issuing  
Adaptive Writing Paper with thicker lines.  

Thicker lines give children more time (and line) 
with which to be successful. 

 
A second option would be to issue  

desk blotters.  Blotters are slightly cushioned 
writing surfaces that absorb extraneous 

movement.   The Size Matters Handwriting 
Program™ offers a reversible option with a 

lightly textured writing surface on one side and  
a vinyl smooth surface for crafts on the other.   
These Print/Cut/Draw Success Mats soften 
the writing surface, often making the writing 

experience a more pleasant one. 
 
 

As children develop more dynamic motor control, 
mobilizing their pencils at the level of their fingertips, 
they are very likely to shrink their printing.   
 
If letters are routinely not touching the writing lines, it 
may be time to issue adapted paper with smaller 
rulings, like that used for higher grades.   
 
It is very rewarding for young children, for instance first 
graders, to be told that they are ready for second 
grade paper! 
 

Tag.   
You’re it! 
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Blotters  

 
PROBLEM:  Laminate desktops are smooth and hard.    T

hat makes them easy to clean.   But that also makes them unforgiving for 

students w
ith tentative pencil control.  Like a fast ra

cetrack, a pencil skips out fro
m underneath. 

 
SOLUTION:  Th

e Blotter! 

 
By creating a writing surface that ‘gives’, a

 student’s p
encil movements are slowed so s/he can start and stop on the Writing Lines.  

Sometimes, placing a sheet of construction paper under a student’s w
riting paper is e

nough to do the tric
k.  A composite of randomly 

interwoven fibers, c
onstruction paper’s so

ft fe
el serves to absorb extraneous pressure.   

 
One of the benefits o

f construction paper is t
hat it is

 inexpensive, even to the point of being disposable.  If i
t crumbles or tears w

hen 

stored inside a desk, it c
an be reissued anew as needed.  Children may have color preferences.  Th

ey may even find them handy for 

doodling, writing spelling words or fig
uring out their th

oughts.  (
It is b

etter than writing on their desks!)  A
fter a writing assignment is 

completed, they can be collected and stored on a windowsill o
r shelf.  T

eachers can distrib
ute them again before the next lesson. 

 
Blotters can also be made using thick vinyl wallpaper cut into 12” X 18” rectangles.  Th

e ‘wrong’ sid
e is a

 textured surface while the 

‘right’ sid
e is a

 terrific
 vinyl wipe-off one.  Th

is is 
a more durable option and is re

sista
nt to tearing or creasing.  Te

achers can assist 
the 

students in
 drawing GO LINES and FINISH LINES on the textured side to remind children of the correct directionality of letter formations 

and the left to
 right progression of writing on a page.  Th

is sid
e should be face up when printing.  Th

e vinyl sid
e is id

eal for crafts a
nd 

glue.  It c
an also be drawn with Writing Lines and used in conjunction with Letter Blocks.  (S

ee page 110)  Th
e colored rectangles and 

squares should fit e
xactly between the writing lines.  W

ith dry eraser markers or wipe-off crayons, stu
dents practice graphing and 

printing letters th
e correct size

. 
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Blotters  

 
PROBLEM:  Laminate desktops are smooth and hard.    T

hat makes them easy to clean.   But that also makes them unforgiving for 

students w
ith tentative pencil control.  Like a fast ra

ce track, a pencil skips out fro
m underneath. 

 
SOLUTION:  Th

e Blotter! 

 
By creating a writing surface that ‘gives’, a

 student’s p
encil movements are slowed so s/he can start and stop on the Writing Lines.  

Sometimes, placing a sheet of construction paper under a student’s w
riting paper is e

nough to do the tric
k.  A composite of randomly 

interwoven fibers, c
onstruction paper’s so

ft fe
el serves to absorb extraneous pressure.   

 
One of the benefits o

f construction paper is t
hat it is

 inexpensive, even to the point of being disposable.  If i
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hen 

stored inside a desk, it c
an be reissued anew as needed.  Children may have color preferences.  Th

ey may even find them handy for 

doodling, writing their sp
elling words or fig

uring out their th
oughts.  (

It is b
etter than on their desks!)  A

fter a writing assignment is 

completed, they can be collected and stored on the windowsill o
r shelf.  T

eachers can distrib
ute them again before the next 

language arts le
sson. 

 
Blotters can also be made using thick vinyl wallpaper cut into 12” X 18” rectangles.  Th

e ‘wrong’ sid
e is a

 textured surface while the 

‘right’ sid
e is a

 terrific
 vinyl wipe-off one.  Th

is is 
a more durable option and is re

sista
nt to tearing or creasing.  Te

achers can assist 
the 

students in
 drawing GO LINES and FINISH LINES on the textured side to remind children of the correct directionality of letters fo

rmations 

and the left to
 right progression of writing on a page.  Th

is sid
e should be face up when printing.  Th

e vinyl sid
e is id

eal for crafts a
nd 

glue.  It c
an also be measured with Writing Lines and used in conjunction with Letter Blocks.  (S

ee page   colored rectangles and 

squares fit 
exactly between the writing lines.  W

ith dry eraser markers, st
udents can practice printing letters th

e correct size
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Adaptive Writing Paper
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